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Stones into Fruit

Told by The Children's Friend -
Leon Kanagis -in Meetingfor lYor-
ship, October 5, 1986, Floida
Auenue Meeting, Vashington, D.C.
as adapted and urtfien doun, uith
perrnission.

by Chuck Kleymeyer

1y7hen we are out, looking
W around us, we see that lhere

are so many stones that lie about.
Stones along the roadside; among

Chuck Kleltmelter is the Ecuador Field
Representatiue for the Inter-Aneican
Foundation, an organization ttthich
supports grass -roots deuelopre nt efforts
through out LatinAmerica and the Car-
ibbean. A mime and a storyteller, he is a
mernber of the Madison Meeting in Wis-
consin and attends the Friends Meeting
in Washington, D.C.

the roots of the forest trees; on the
bottoms of the streams. All different
shapes, sizes, and colors.

A stone can be lifted and thrown
through an oak door ... or window
glass. It can be cracked against
another stone ... or aimed at a cr.r-
son.

But what is it that zue would do
with a stone?

\Ve take up a stone, andwe rub it,
and we scrape it, and we work on it
- as long as it may take to turn it inLo
a pile of dust.

Then we search for a seed, and we
plant the seed in the pile of dust. We
sprinkle a little water on it, and we
wait.

The seed sprouts ... and it quickly
dies.

rVe plant ano[her seed, and we
water it. W'e make sure that it gets
plenty of sunlight.

The seed sprouts, and it dies.

Again we plant a seed. !fle give it

water and sunlight. And we wonder
how it's going to do this time.

Once again the seedsprouts ... and
dies.

This doesn't deter us. We keep
planting seeds, and nurturing them,
and one after another they die.

One day there is ample organic
matter from all the seeds that have
sprouted and died. We carefully
gather this organic matter, and we
grind it up, and we mix it with the
dust of the stone.

Again we plant a seed and give it
water and light.

This time it grows and takes root.
'ufle plant another seed. And an-

other. Nearly all sprout and grow...
and each one eventually dies and is

transformed into soil.

Finally, we have soil enough for a

tree. The tree sends down roots and
grows. One day it bears fruit.

'We share the fruitwith ourfriends,
our neighbors, and those who have
little or nothing. And we enjoy it
together. Quietly.

If our companions ask where the
fruit came from, we tell them the
story of how it fell from a tree ... that
grew from a seed ... thatwas planted
in stone.

There are many stones
that lie around us. a
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